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Translation from the original in Italian language 

Centesimus Annus Pro Pontifice Foundation 

Members Annual General Meeting 

Welcome Address of Professor Anna Maria Tarantola 

6th of June 2019 

 

Your Eminence, Excellences, Dear Members and Friends of the Foundation, 

Let me introduce this General Assembly presenting Monsignor Galantino with a warm 

welcome for heaving accepted to deliver to all of us the opening address.  

The Assembly has the aim to provide a comprehensive report about the Foundation’s 

activities in all places where it is present, illustrate the works of local groups, collect 

opinions and suggestions. It is important to share information on what has been done and 

about the results that have been archived. The General Assembly being the occasion to 

become more acquainted and enter dialogue, favoring cohesion.   

Over the past years Centesimus Annus has grown considerably both in membership and in 

areas of operation. We have debated many wide ranging issues and revised the format of 

our conferences,  

 

I attach a particular significance to this meeting, to the opportunity it provides for all 

members to share their thoughts and opinions, because it is thank to your and our 

participation, and thank of what we do, how we behave, that the success and future of the 

Foundation depends upon.  

 

We are a community, a family, of lay people committed to the promotion of in depth 

study and diffusion of the Social Doctrine of the Church and helping raise funds for the 

support of the activities of the Apostolic See. 

 

All of us with our annual contribution, and daily commitment in our respective fields, as 

well as participation in communal events, offer tangible testimony to SDC principles, 

allow the Foundation to operate and make possible the annual donation to the Holy 

Father. It is an important and delicate role that requires dedication, commitment and also 

sacrifice. We must be proud to be part of this special Foundation which, as its name 

indicates, is “Pro Pontifice”, i.e. at the service of the Holy Father. 
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The mission of Centesimus Annus is particularly meaningful at this moment in history 

characterized by so many innovative aspects, at times contradictory, whose dynamics and 

effects are little known. The “digital revolution”, globalization, widespread use of social 

media, offer new opportunities but also create new problems that must be understood and 

addressed. And above all analyzed in the light of SDC principles, principles that are 

consistently valid, in every epoch and every context: caring for the human person, 

pursuing the common good and universal solidarity, acting on the basis of subsidiarity, 

respecting human rights. These principles are no less valid in our digital and globalized 

era. There are, of course new phenomena or old phenomena that materialize in different 

ways: migratory flows, the new poverty, new form of poverty, environmental issues, new 

forms of nationalism, populism, uncertainty and fear of the future, changes in the quantity 

and quality of work and interpersonal and social relations: all of them ethical issues of 

great relevance. 

 

These are some of the issues today’s world must address and our Foundation can offer a 

meaningful contribution of knowledge and analysis and also help identify possible 

concrete approaches to their correct solution in accordance with SDC  principles. 

 

As you know, this year the Foundation decided to focus on the study, in depth analysis 

and diffusion of Laudato Si’, Pope Francis’ Encyclical that is a milestone of SDC. 

 

The Holy Father urges us to bring about a new world. He encourages sustainable and 

human development, an integral ecology as a destination to achieve and invites all the 

people of good will to pursuit the following tasks:  

 Human Ecology: i.e. integral development of the person, as house of God; 

 Environmental Ecology: i.e. the care and the preservation of our Planet; 

 Economie Ecology: i.e. the implementation of a new model of production and 

consumption as combination between the human needs and the protection of the 

environment; 

 Social Economy: the respect of other, the fraternity and the kindness. 

 

They are interviewed and part of a whole, they must be pursued through the spiritual 

dimension, the latter being the compass to direct toward a world where the human being, 

the environment and the economy are all aiming in the same direction and they are all 

respectful of creation. To implement this we agree love for God, for all human beings and 

for environment.  

 

In the interview to “Il Sole” of September 7, 2018 Pope Francis states: “Science, technology, 

technological progress can increase the speed of our actions but the heart of man is the 

only one that adds a supplement of love to relationships and institutions”. 
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Human, environmental, economic and social ecologies are inextricably connected, they are 

parts of a whole and must be pursued together. The common link is a spiritual dimension, 

the compass that helps us bring about a world in which man, environment and economy 

develop in a harmonious way, respectful of each other and of Creation. 

 

How beautiful is this exhortation to love, an appeal that involves us fully and implies 

altruism, attention for the other and for the environment, care and love for ourselves, the 

others, our common home. 

 

This love – The Holy Father tells us – is always necessary, even in our digital era, lest we 

run into grievous distortions: economic and social inequality, global imbalances, 

unemployment, environmental degradation and climate changes with their devastating 

impact on drought, biodiversity, poverty and health, domination of the machine over 

man, social uncertainty, etc. 

 

Lack of love - says to us Pope Francesco - produces a culture of waste that affects both 

man and the environment. We are faced with an economic, social, environmental and 

moral degradation that must be addressed more incisively and urgently than has been 

done so far.  Ours is the last generation which may put remedy on it and the Pope urges us 

to act now and well, to go back to the right path of a fair, sharing and sustainable growth. 

 

A Foundation that calls itself “Pro Pontifice” could not be deaf to this appeal. Hence our 

choice of focusing on progress toward an integral ecology, of “observing, judging and 

acting” in accordance with the Holy Father’s exhortations, that are our guidelines.  

 

I will end with two quotations: 

 

Pope Francis in the above mentioned speech published by IL SOLE 24 ORE says: 

 

“So I express my hope that concern for the state of our common home will translate into 

systematic and concerted efforts aimed at an integral ecology and  a new humanism of 

work that is respectful of the dignity of the person, does not care exclusively for profit and 

production  but promotes a life worth living, for the good of the people and the good of 

the business go hand in hand. Let us help each other to promote solidarity and bring 

about a new economic order that no longer engenders waste, cares for the poor and 

fights inequalities.   We need courage and ingenuity.” 
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And further on: “In particular the formation of a new ecological conscience requires new 

lifestyles to build an harmonious future, promote integral development, reduce 

inequalities, discover how all creatures are connected, abandon consumerism”. 

 

Courage, ingenuity, new lifestyles: a real challenge awaits us. 

 

A few words on how the meeting will unfold: 

 

The meeting will open with the introductory address of H.E. the Most Rev. Nunzio 

Galantino, President of APSA. 

 

Will follow presentation of report on Mission and Activity for 2018 presented by myself 

and the General Secretary Dr. Eutimio Tiliacos.  

 

Next, we will have the election of the Representative of the Board of Foundation. On the 

second part of the works, we will have two sessions: 

 

Ist Session: group work. Prof. Giovanni Marseguerra will report on all the papers we 

received outlining content and proposals. Four groups, whose papers show particular 

originality of method and/or subject, will be presented by the respective coordinators or a 

person designated by them. The works that have been chosen are the ones by Bologna, 

Germany, Hong Kong and Milan. 

 

During the Second Session a round table, moderated by Dr. Paolo Ruffini, Prefect of the 

Dicastery for Communication, will take place including testimonies of 4 personalities 

selected by local/national groups to illustrate how to archive integral ecology. Session will 

be concluded by testimony of a representative of the Young Members of the Foundation. 

 

Personal encounters and written contributions are our ways of reasoning and reflecting 

together. This is the mode of operation Centesimus Annus has chosen to pursue its 

institutional goals and has proved effective. We meet, we discuss, we contribute our 

experiences of life and work. We evaluate behaviors and responsibilities in the light of 

CST. We draft a recap of the group’s work, its reflections, in depth study and evaluations.   

All this is proof of our Foundation’s commitment to offer its contribution toward the 

achievement of an integral ecology that joins personal and communal commitment guided 

by faith.   Our strength is the faith that guides our behavior. 

 

We will talk also of the various approaches chosen by the groups, that may offer useful 

indications. 
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I feel it would be profitable to identify one common method to be followed both for our 

activity during the year and for drafting the groups’ reports. This would facilitate the 

reading and the preparation of all the relations. 

 

Centesimus Annus must become a reference point for the communities in which it operates, 

through the concrete witness of its members, contact with the dioceses and local 

associations that have similar goals.   We must work as a team and be open to the others. 

 

As I mentioned we have about 350 members, we represent 12 countries and many 

professions. We can truly give an example of how to make a difference by acting in the 

pursuit of a new economic, social and environmental order. 

 

Dear Friends, the Holy Fathers’s exhortations are our guide. 

 

I am sure that we will prove able to contribute to the realization of the “courageous 

cultural revolution” Pope Francis advocated (LS, 114). 


